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Race Tracks
Project Autódromo Hermanos Rodríguez
Street Av. Viaducto Rio de la Piedad S/N, Iztacalco, Granjas México
Zip code 08400
Location Ciudad de México
Country/Region Mexico

Year of installation 2015

Customer OCESA
Engineering Geobrugg AG
Contractor OCESA

Initial situation The Autódromo Hermanos Rodríguez is a 4.484 km (2.786 mi) race track in the Magdalena Mixhuca
Sports Complex in the Granjas neighborhood of Mexico City, Mexico, named after the famous racing
drivers Ricardo and Pedro Rodríguez. The circuit got its name shortly after it opened when Ricardo
Rodríguez died in practice for the non-Championship 1962 Mexican Grand Prix. Ricardo's brother Pedro
also lost his life behind the wheel nine years later.

The Grand Prix circuit underwent a significant renovation under the direction of Hermann Tilke for the
return of Formula One in 2015. The front straight was slightly extended and reprofiled to accommodate
a new media center and paddock. The iconic esses between turns 7 and 13 were significantly modified;
the prolific, high radius turns were largely diminished while some were realigned into fixed angle turns.
The baseball field portion of the track was also altered to a low speed left-right combination. At 4.313
kilometres (2.680 mi), the course is approximately 170 metres (560 ft) shorter than the previous Grand
Prix layout, and Mexican Grand Prix organisers predict lap times of around 75 seconds and speeds in
excess of 328 km/h (204 mph) for the current turbocharged Formula One cars, which eliminate the
adverse effects of altitude present in naturally aspirated cars.

Description Geobrugg designed a new debris fence barrier that could be attached to the existing concrete barriers.
We also were responsible for layout design, material production and shipment of all required debris
fence material to the Autodromo Hermanos Rodriguez.

Our installation instructors trained the local crew of OCESA to complete the installation.

Systems FIA Mobile Debris Fence, Pit wall fence

System height 3.5 m
System length 86 m

For questions please contact our Geobrugg specialist at your side

Pieter Martens
Project Manager Motorsport
Phone +41 71 466 84 12
Mobile +41 78 899 33 49
Pieter.Martens@geobrugg.com
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